CORRIGENDUM

UBN No. RSI1920SSSS00034

In partial modification of the NIT published on spp portal vide UBN No. RSI1920SSSS00034 dated 20.3.2020 regarding Tender (Single Bid System) for Empanelment of Third Party Inspection Agency for carrying out Quality Inspection of materials supplied by SSI units through RSIC.

As per Govt. of Rajasthan direction due to spread of COVID-19 infection Corporations and its offices are to be kept closed till 03/05/2020. Looking to this he Last Date for submission is here by extended till 26.5.2020 at 1.00 PM. The bid will be opened on 26.5.2020 at 4.00 PM.

For further details, please visit the website sppp.rajasthan.gov.in and industries.rajasthan.gov.in/rajsico.
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